PRESS RELEASE
Both staff and students are celebrating at Marriotts School after a fantastic set of A-level and
BTEC results, which show significant improvement on last year. We are a school that celebrates
effort and achievement and the results demonstrate the great successes of our students across
the broad range of subject areas that we offer. The buzz of success and excitement was evident
this morning as we welcomed many happy students and their parents to collect their results.
Assistant Headteacher for Sixth Form, Mike Winter stated “I am immensely proud of the hard
work and dedication shown by all of our year 13 students this year. It has been fantastic to see
them achieve their potential and obtain the results they needed to move on with their next steps.
We are delighted at the number of students going on to study at the country’s top universities
this year, taking a range of highly academic courses and diverse subjects. These results
indicate that our sixth form continues to go from strength to strength and this, backed up with
our increasing numbers for September, show that Marriotts School is a fantastic and exciting
place to learn and thrive.”
With numerous national changes over the past few years, comparisons of attainment are not
appropriate and headline progress measures will be unavailable until the official performance
tables are released. Whilst we are immensely proud of the whole school performance, in
line with other schools across Stevenage, rather than publish any provisional attainment and
progress figures, as a school we are instead celebrating the individual success of each and
every student.
Although all our students deserve recognition for their individual achievement, the following
students do deserve a special mention:
After securing excellent grades, Head Boy Connor Bird and Head Girl Becky Wood will be study
Law and Radiography respectively. Sultan Cadir achieved an amazing 4 grade A’s at A level,
they all praised the challenge and support Marriotts School has given them over the years.

Owen Browning successfully achieved top grades in Biology, Chemistry and Sociology to
secure his University offer to study Chemistry. “I am very happy with my results and so grateful

for all the teacher support and guidance, including outside of lessons”. Together with Alexia,
they are both moving on to study at Newcastle University.

Louis Benson, Maddie Ryan and Molly Winter have all fulfilled their goals to study Physical
Education with QTS at the University of Brighton by achieving D*D*D* grades across all their
courses.

Anna Barrowclough achieved top grades and will study at Lincoln University. “Thank you to all
my teachers for all the support they have given me. I am so excited to study Clinical Psychology
at Lincoln”.
Tyler Circuit achieved top grades (including an A* in English Literature) and will be studying
English Literature at the University of Warwick.
Alfie Warman will be attending the University of Bedfordshire to study Sport Science.

Charles Chaudhry will be attending the University of Reading to study Chemistry. ”I am so
excited to be heading off to University and would like to thank all my teachers for their tireless
support through the exam process including applications”.
Many of our students were accepted onto their first choice university courses to study a wide
variety of courses. We wish our student well for the next stage of their lives, whether that be at
university, an apprenticeship, employment or those few taking a gap year.
Acting Headteacher Ed Hutchings said:
“I am so proud of our students’ achievement and would like to thank our students, their families
and their teachers for their dedication and commitment to Marriotts School. These results really
do reflect the strength and diversity of our high quality support and provision for all students.
Once again we are so pleased that so many students are moving on to the university and
apprenticeships of their choice and wish them all every success in the next stage of their lives.”
Many congratulations to all students. Good luck and please stay in touch.”
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